Correction: Comparative demography, population projection, functional response and host age preference behavior of the parasitoid Goniozus legneri on two lepidopterous insect hosts

Fatemeh Ehteshami1, Maryam Aleosfoor1*, Hossein Allahyari2, Aurang Kavousi3 and Lida Fekrat4

Correction to: Egyptian Journal of Biological Pest Control (2023) 33:2
https://doi.org/10.1186/s41938-022-00645-0

Following publication of the original article (Ehteshami et al. 2023), the authors flagged that there was an error in affiliation 3: ‘Zanjan’ University’ had been written instead of ‘University of Zanjan.’ The article has since been corrected. The authors thank you for reading this erratum and apologize for any inconvenience caused.
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